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Abstract—Efficient mobility management is one of the major
challenges for next-generation mobile systems. Indeed, a mobile
node (MN) within an access network may cause excessive
signaling traffic and service disruption due to frequent handoffs. The two latter effects need to be minimized to support
quality of service (QoS) requirements of emerging multimedia
applications. In this paper, we propose a new adaptive micromobility management scheme designed to track efficiently the
mobility of nodes so as to minimize both handoff latency and total
signaling cost while ensuring the MN’s QoS requirements. We
introduce the concept of residing area. Accordingly, the micromobility domain is divided into virtual residing areas where the
MN limits its signaling exchanges within this local region instead
of communicating with the relatively far away root of the domain
at each handoff occurrence. A key distinguishing feature of our
solution is its adaptive nature since the virtual residing areas
are constructed according to the current network state and the
QoS constraints. To evaluate the efficiency of our proposal, we
compare our scheme with existing solutions using both analytical
and simulation approaches for the 2-D random walk model
as well as real mobility patterns. Numerical and simulation
results show that our proposed scheme can significantly reduce
registration updates and link usage costs and provide low handoff
latency and packet loss rate under various scenarios.
Index Terms—QoS provisioning, mobility management, handoff algorithm, micro-mobility, MPLS, Mobile IP, adaptability,
performance analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

UTURE wireless networks are expected to provide IPbased coverage and efficient mobility support with endto-end QoS guarantees. Two enabling factors are considered as
crucial: (i) maintaining the network connectivity during node
mobility and; (ii) provisioning the network resources required
by the Mobile Node (MN) in all the visited subnetworks.
Mobility management protocols are key for service continuity in mobile networks. Mobile IP [1], the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) standard, can serve as the basic mobility
management in IP-based wireless networks. According to
Mobile IP, a MN can change its point of attachment without
changing its IP address. To do so, a MN is assigned with
a permanent home address in its home network, and will
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borrow a temporary care-of address (CoA) in each foreign
network. The CoA is the foreign agent (FA) IP address of the
currently visited foreign network. In this case, the home agent
(HA), residing in the MN’s home network, will maintain the
mapping between the home address and the CoA. Clearly, such
mechanism induces long handoff latency and large signaling
load when handoffs occur frequently [2]. In this regard, many
enhancements to Mobile IP for MNs with frequent handoffs
have been proposed in the literature [3]–[11] to ensure service
continuity.
The second major factor identified as crucial for the evolution process of future networks is efficient network resources
provisioning. This issue has been largely studied in both wired
and wireless environments. For instance, MultiProtocol Label
Switching (MPLS [12]) addresses today’s network backbone
requirements effectively by providing a standardized solution
that improves packet forwarding performance and designs
high performance QoS guaranteed paths. Specifically, MPLS
forwards data using labels that are attached to each data
packet instead of traditional IP destination lookup. These
labels are distributed using a label distribution protocol, which
maintains the coherence of label bindings across the network.
MPLS with its traffic engineering (TE) attempts to provide
a means to manage and enhance network traffic through
rigorous analytical studies. As a matter of fact, there is an
increasing trend towards the introduction of MPLS in wireless
environments [13]–[18].
To meet the requirement of next generation mobile networks, we propose in this paper a new adaptive micro-mobility
management scheme called adaptive Master Residing Area
(MRA) which alleviates the limitations of previous works
in terms of flexibility and adaptability and in the same time
benefits from MPLS resource provisioning capability. The key
idea behind our proposal is to manage adaptively the node
mobility according to its current state and the QoS constraints.
To do so, we introduce a new concept called Residing Area
(RA). The size of RAs is not the same all the time for
a particular MN and is dynamically computed according to
the two above conditions (i.e., user’s position and the QoS
constraints). This allows reducing the signaling cost while
respecting the specific QoS MN’s needs.
To gauge the effectiveness of our proposed scheme, we
develop a new analytical model based on Markov chains.
We, explicitly, derive the expressions of the signaling cost
function of registration updates, the link usage cost and the
handoff performance metrics (i.e., handoff latency and packet
loss rate) for a general two-dimensional (2-D) random walk
mobility model. In addition, simulations are conducted using
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real mobility patterns in order to evaluate the performance of
our proposed scheme in real mobility situations. Numerical
and simulation results show that our proposal can improve
significantly the network performance when compared to
existing schemes (Fast Mobile IP [6], MIP-RR [8], Pointer
Forwarding (PF) [10], Mobile MPLS [14] and M-MPLS [16])
under various scenarios.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II, we discuss related work and position our own.
Section III describes our proposed adaptive micro-mobility
management scheme. Section IV introduces the analytical
model used to evaluate the performance of our proposal. In
section V, a comparison between our proposal and existing
solutions is drawn using both analytical and simulation results.
Finally, section VI concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
As explained before, the standard network layer solution,
Mobile IP [1], has several shortcomings, such as: high handoff
latency, high global signaling load and scalability issues.
These issues are more pronounced in micro-mobility environment, where handoff operations are much more frequent
than in the macro-mobility case. To cope with Mobile IP
limitations, several interesting solutions have been proposed
in the literature [6]–[18]. In the following we discuss some of
the most significant ones.
To alleviate the high handoff latency, a typical issue in
Mobile IP, a fast handoff scheme, FMIP, for Mobile IP is
proposed in [6]. This scheme enables a MN to quickly discover
that it has moved to a new subnet (by using a router discovery
protocol or some link-specific event) and receives data as
soon as its attachment is detected by the new access router.
However, the use of a discovery protocol implies modifications
to Mobile IP in order to support the discovery of neighboring
FAs. As such, extra information exchanges between access
routers are needed. In addition, the registration updates cost
in FMIP can be excessive, especially for highly mobile nodes
and those located far away from their HAs.
In order to tackle the inherent problem of Mobile IP
regarding the high signaling cost, the authors in [7] propose a
distributed dynamic location management scheme using hierarchical architecture. This scheme can be seen as an extension
of the IETF regional registration protocol (MIP-RR [8]) in
order to improve its flexibility and adaptability. However, the
main difficulty when running these schemes is the computation
of the optimal size of the regional network [11]. Moreover,
these schemes do not support QoS provisioning, a vital
requirement for next generation mobile networks.
Another approach to reduce the signaling cost is the “pointer
forwarding” technique [9]–[11]. Accordingly, a pointer is
setup between the old and new visited subnet by the MN.
The MN is associated with a chain of nodes (i.e., forwarding
paths) that connect to its HA during its movement. However
to achieve this, the authors in [9] assume that there is a correlation between the communication cost and the geographic
distances. As such, the coordinates of each FA along the
forwarding chain need to be known by the MN. In addition,
the QoS support has not been addressed in these works.
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So far, the discussed works have focused mainly on improving the Mobile IP performance by proposing new extensions.
We believe that the role of an efficient mobility management
protocol must not be limited to the basic operations regarding
the MN’s connectivity maintenance during its travel. Instead,
mobility management must also be able to provision efficiently
the network resources. In this perspective, several works [13]–
[18] propose the use of MPLS in IP-based wireless access
networks to benefit from its QoS, traffic engineering and
reliability capabilities.
Specifically, [13] corresponds to an ITU-T recommendation
Y.1281, namely “Mobile IP services over MPLS”. This recommendation discusses the architectural details on implementing
MPLS for both Mobile IPv4 and v6 in 3G All-IP networks. In
addition, authors in [14] propose the Mobile MPLS protocol.
This scheme aims at improving the scalability of the Mobile
IP data forwarding process by removing the need for IP-inIP tunneling from the HA to the FA using Label Switched
Paths (LSPs). However, such schemes suffer from the nonapplicability to micro-mobility, as the scope of Mobile IP is
more tailored to global mobility (i.e., macro-mobility).
In [15], the authors provide a taxonomy of the different
ways in which IP/MPLS may be used in 3G networks. An
enhanced LER called the label edge mobility agent (LEMA)
is introduced to support LSP-redirection. The scheme has
been shown to be scalable and suitable for QoS support
[15]. However, the algorithms for choosing the LEMAs for
a particular MN appear to be complex, which affects the
reliability and the cost of the proposed scheme.
Authors in [16] and [17] attempt to improve the performance of Mobile MPLS [14] using different architectures.
Commonly, a Foreign Domain Agent (FDA) is introduced
into each MPLS domain to support intra-domain mobility (i.e.,
inside the regional network). However, with a high mobility
rate, the system performance is critically affected by frequent
registrations and LSPs setup procedure with the FDA, resulting
in excessive signaling traffic, long service delay and the loss of
a large amount of in-flight packets. Note that in-flight packets
are the packets possibly lost during the handoff period. In
addition, most of these works have assumed that all base
stations are MPLS capable which may not be always desirable
as this implies a significant increase in terms of cost and
complexity.
To overcome these limitations, we first proposed in [18]
a simple architecture that combines MIP-RR [8] and MPLS
[12] protocols and achieves further handoff optimization. To
do so, we have adapted the L2 triggers [19] and buffering
mechanisms in the context of MPLS environment using a
one-dimensional mobility model. In this case, the MN can
anticipate the Layer 3 handoff by establishing in advance a
new LSP with the desired QoS requirements from the root
of the domain to the new subnet. This enables low handoff
latency and packet loss rate.
In this paper, we propose a new mobility management
scheme, namely Adaptive MPLS-enabled MRA, that offers
flexibility and adaptability to the network and in the same
time benefits from MPLS resource provisioning capability in a
two-dimensional space. Our aim is first to reduce the resource
reservation cost by allowing packets to be forwarded through
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existing LSPs (benefiting then from already reserved resources
on the old path); and second to manage adaptively the node
mobility in a two-dimensional space. This is performed according to the current MN’s position and the QoS constraints
by using the virtual residing area concept. As such, several issues that are likely to arise when using the traditional chaining
methods in a two-dimensional space, such as loop problems
[11], are avoided. In addition, adaptively constructing residing
areas will improve the network performance (see section V)
since the size of each area will be adjusted based on the user’s
mobility information, the current network state and the QoS
constraints. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
take into account the specific mobility propriety of users in a
two-dimensional space with QoS constraints to manage users’
mobility.
III. A DAPTIVE MPLS- ENABLED MRA
A. Proposed architecture
Adaptive MRA relies on our previous work in [18], where
we proposed an architecture based on the integration of
MIP-RR [8] and MPLS [12] protocols. We assume that an
MPLS access network exists between the Label Edge Router
Gateway (LERG) and the Label Edge Router/Foreign Agents
(LER/FAs) [see Fig. 1]. The network architecture is based on
a two-level hierarchy. At the higher level is the LERG that
performs the role of an edge Label Switching Router filtering
between intra- and inter-domain signaling. At the second level
is the LER/FA connected to several access points (APs) that
offer link-layer (L2) connectivity. We distinguish between L2
functionalities of the air interface, which are handled by the
AP, and IP-layer mobility (L3 handoff), which occurs when
the MN moves between subnets served by different LER/FAs.
Note that an LER/FA is the first IP-capable network element
seen by the MN.
Two types of handoffs are defined in our scheme: IntraLER and Inter-LER handoffs. An Intra-LER handoff occurs
when the MN moves between two APs managed by the same
LER/FA. This kind of handoff is basically L2 handoff. On the
other hand, an Inter-LER handoff occurs when a new AP and
the old AP are under different LER/FAs. This kind of handoff
is typically L3 (network-layer) handoff. In this work, we focus
on Inter-LER handoff since it has the most important effect
on the handoff performance.
B. Handoff operation and Algorithm of Adaptive MRA
As stated before, our approach is based on the adaptive
residing area concept and can be considered as a new alternative to track efficiently the mobility of nodes instead
of the pointer forwarding technique. Accordingly, the micromobility domain will be divided into virtual residing areas
where the MN limits its registration updates within this local
region, instead of communicating to the far away LERG node.
Explicitly, a specific node called Master FA (MFA) will be
delegated by the LERG to manage the mobility of nodes inside
the current virtual residing area. Initially, the MFA corresponds
to the first FA of the subnet the MN visits. Each time the MN
moves to a new subnet inside the current residing area, it
registers with the MFA instead of the LERG. Consequently,

Fig. 1.

Architecture of an Adaptive MRA wireless access network

the existing LSP (with QoS requirements) between the LERG
and the MFA will be extended to the new visited FA. As such,
the resource reservation cost will be reduced since packets can
be forwarded through the existing LSPs benefiting from the
already reserved resources on the old path. Once the MN goes
outside this area, it registers to the LERG. Hence, a new LSP
(with new QoS requirements) between the LERG and the new
subnet will be established using either the RSVP-TE [20] or
CR-LDP [21] protocols and the new visited LER/FA becomes
the new MFA of the MN.
As a key distinguishing feature of our handoff mechanism,
the virtual residing area around a specific MFA is constructed
adaptively according to both the relative position of the current
MFA with the LERG and the delay constraint. Indeed, assume
that the maximum tolerable delay inside the micro-mobility
domain is Dmax . For the sake of simplicity, Dmax will be
expressed in terms of hops. Each time the MN moves to a new
subnet, it compares the length of its indirect path to the LERG
through the current MFA with Dmax . If this distance is equal
or less than Dmax , the MN can register locally to the MFA.
In this case, the new visited FA may join the current MFA
residing area. Otherwise, it registers directly to the LERG and
the new FA becomes the MFA of the new residing area (i.e.,
the new FA is considered as outside of the previous residing
area). Moreover, to minimize the signaling cost, a second
condition must be verified. Specifically, a local registration
with the MFA is achieved as long as it is cheaper than a LERG
registration. Indeed, each time the MN moves to a new subnet,
the new LER/FA compares the signaling cost (in terms of hop
× message size) of a registration update to the MFA with that
to the LERG. Once the distance between the new visited FA
and the LERG is equal or less than the distance between the
new FA and the MFA, a LERG registration is preferred.
To illustrate the residing area concept, we consider the
simple example presented in Fig. 2, where the LERG node
is located at the center of a domain with a radius R = 3.
We assume also that Dmax = 3. It is worth noting that
Dmax must be at least equal to R. Assume that the current
MFA is the subnet S11 . The associated residing area will be
composed of nine subnets as shown in Fig. 2. These FAs
satisfy both conditions regarding the delay and registration
cost. Accordingly, as long as the MN remains in this area
(i.e., it fulfills the delay constraint and a local registration is
cheaper than a LERG one), it carries out a local registration
with the MFA. Once it leaves this residing area, it performs a
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Fig. 2.

A model of the simulated cellular network with R = 3

LERG registration and the new serving LER/FA becomes the
new MN’s MFA.
Indeed, the registration updates cost condition is no more
verified when the MN enters subnet S211 (see Fig. 2). Hence,
the MN registers to the LERG and updates its address directly
to the root of the domain. At the same time, the FA of subnet
S211 becomes the MFA of the new residing area, which will
be composed of six subnets as shown in Fig. 2. We can see
that the subnet S317 belongs to both residing areas managed
by MFAs S211 and S11 . So using our scheme, the residing
areas can overlap. Indeed, the MN can be attached to different
MFAs when visiting the subnet S317 . According to the MN’s
trajectory, i.e., the tuple (old FA, old MFA), the new visited FA
assigns the corresponding MFA to the MN. In our example,
when the MN enters to the subnet S317 with the tuple (S318 ,
S11 ), it registers to the MFA S11 . The new state of the MN
becomes (S317 , S11 ). On the other hand, when the MN visits
S317 while having (S211 , S211 ) as the current state, it registers
to the MFA S211 . The new MN state is therefore (S317 , S211 ).
This simple example shows clearly the dynamic property of
our mobility management scheme.
The basic operations of the adaptive MRA scheme are listed
below. When the MN enters for the first time into an MPLS
domain, it registers to the LERG through the nearest LER/FA.
The latter will be thus configured as the current MFA of the
MN. When the MN moves to a new subnet within the same
domain, it proceeds as follows.
1) The MN sends a registration message to the new FA.
This message contains the IP address of the associated
MFA.
2) The new FA checks the existence of the MFA’s IP
address. If it exists (i.e., the new FA and MFA nodes
belong to the same domain), the new FA computes the
shortest distance to reach the MFA and the LERG nodes.
Accordingly, it performs either a local registration or a
LERG registration by verifying both conditions regarding the maximum tolerable delay and the registration
cost.
3) Finally, the MN receives a registration reply message
either from the LERG or from the MFA, according to
the registration type. In the former case, a new LSP will
be established between the root of the domain and the
new subnet. In this case, the MN’s residing area will be
renewed, and the new FA becomes the new MFA of the
MN. In the latter case, the existing LSP (with already
resource reservation) between the LERG and the MFA
will be extended to the new subnet. In this case, the
new FA will join the existing residing area managed by
the MFA. More formally, the adaptive MRA scheme is
described by the pseudocode in algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive MPLS-enabled MRA algorithm
1: %Location registration procedures
2: if (MN enters a new subnet) then
3:
New LER/FA checks the existence of the MFA’s IP
address in its routing table;
4:
if (the address exists) then
5:
New FA and MFA nodes belong to the same domain:
intra-domain mobility;
6:
New FA computes the shortest distance to the MFA
and to the LERG;

7:
if d(newF A, M F A) < d(newF A, LERG) &
d(newF A, M F A) + d(M F A, LERG) ≤ Dmax
then
8:
Perform a local registration: new FA registers to
the MFA;
9:
else
10:
Perform a LERG registration: new FA registers to
the LERG;
11:
Master FA renewal: new FA becomes the new
MFA;
12:
end if
13:
else
14:
New FA and current MFA belong to different domains: inter-domain mobility;
15:
Perform both LERG and home registrations;
16:
Master FA renewal: new FA becomes the new MFA;
17:
end if
18: end if

It is worth noting that our proposed mobility scheme needs
all the FAs to maintain the information regarding the distances
between them. This information can be computed using two
methods. We can either setup these distances in advance
or use the coordinates of FAs. In the former case, as the
FAs are not mobile components, each one maintains a static
table containing the distance that separates from each of the
remaining FAs of the same micro-mobility domain. In the
latter case, each FA keeps only the information regarding
the coordinates of the remaining FAs of the micro-mobility
domain. Accordingly, it determines the distance to each of its
destinations (in terms of number of hops) through the shortest
path. In our work, we have adopted the second method since it
is more flexible. Notably, in case of FA failure, the identity of
the failed FA needs only to be notified to all the FAs, whereas
using the first method, all the distances should be calculated
again according to the new topology and notified to each FA.
IV. A NALYTICAL M ODEL
In this section, we develop a new analytical model using
Markov chains to evaluate the performance of our adaptive
MRA scheme. Specifically, we derive the registration updates
cost, the link usage and the handoff performance (i.e., handoff
delay and packet loss rate) when the mobility of nodes is
managed using the adaptive MRA scheme. The elaborated
model will be also used to derive the performance metrics
for the existing solutions FMIP, Mobile MPLS, MIP-RR and
M-MPLS. In the PF case, we will use simulations.
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In our study, we consider first a general 2-D random
walk model [22] [23]. The wireless network is divided into
hexagon-based cells as shown in Fig. 2. Typically, each cell
is covered by one LER/FA, called base station in cellular
networks. In this case, each subnet is surrounded by six
neighbors. The MN can move to one of the neighboring
subnets with equal probability p (p = 16 ). Note that our model
is not restricted only to the hexagon cell configuration. It can
be used indeed for any arbitrary shaped subnet. In this case,
we define the connectivity degree δ(Si ) of a subnet Si as
the number of neighboring subnets that are one hop away
from Si . Consequently, under the 2-D random walk model,
the MN connected to Si moves to one of the neighboring
subnets with equal probability p = 1/δ(Si ). We note also
that,
 by using different values of the probability p such that
pj = 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ δ(Si )), different non-random mobility
patterns can be generated.
Figure 2 represents a micro-mobility domain with a radius
R = 3 in a two dimensional space. The domain contains the
LERG node surrounded by 3 rings of subnets. Each subnet
is referenced by the ring label and its position inside that
ring, which determines the exact MN’s position with respect
to the LERG of the domain. For example, subnets belonging
to ring 1 are referenced by S1j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 6, those belonging
to ring 2 are referenced by S2j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 12, and so on and
so forth. To generalize, let i ; i = 0, 1, . . . , R designate the
ith ring away from the LERG node. The LERG node subnet
is denoted by S00 . Subnets belonging to ring i are referenced
by Sij , 1 ≤ j ≤ 6 i. Note that the ring label represents the
distance between the MN and the LERG.
Let X(t) be the MN’s state within the micro-mobility
domain at time t defined by the tuple (Sij , Snm ), where Sij
is the current subnet location and Snm is the current MN’s
MFA. The sojourn time of a MN in a subnet Sij has a general
distribution (not necessarly exponential) with a mean 1/μ.
Moreover, the sojourn times of a MN in different subnets are
independent and have the same mean. Since the MN evolves
as a 2-D random walk, the process X = {X(t), t ≥ 0}
is a homogeneous semi-Markov process with state space
S = { (Sij , Snm ) | 0 ≤ i ≤ R , 1 ≤ j ≤ 6 i , Snm ∈ ES j },
i
where ES j is the set of possible MFAs that a MN can
i

register to when it is located in the subnet Sij . In other
words, Snm ∈ ES j if and only if the subnet Sij belongs to the
i
residing area managed by Snm , i.e., it satisfies the following
relation:
⎧ j m
j
⎪
⎨d(Si , Sn ) < d(Si , LERG)
&
Snm ∈ ES j if and only if
i
⎪
⎩d(Sij , Snm ) + d(Snm , LERG) ≤ Dmax
(1)
where d(x, y) denotes the shortest path distance (in terms of
number of hops) between subnets x and y. Note that the first
condition in (1) ensures that a local registration cost is cheaper
than a LERG one. The second condition ensures that the MN
fulfills the delay constraint.
It is worth noting that for performance analysis purpose,
both data and signaling messages are assumed to be routed
through the shortest path.
According to our adaptive MRA scheme, the MN’s state at

time t is completely defined by the tuple X(t) = (Sij , Snm ).
Using that information, we can predict exactly the MN’s
evolution. According to its next location (i.e., visited subnet),
the MN can perform either a local registration or a LERG
registration. In the latter case, the MFA will be updated and
its associated residing area will be created.
We denote by T0 , T1 , T2 , . . . the successive times of
transitions for X and by Z0 , Z1 , Z2 , . . . the successive
states visited between these transitions, i.e., for every k ≥ 0,
Z(k) = X(t) if Tk ≤ t < Tk+1 , where T0 = 0. According
to [24], the embedded process Z = {Z(k), k ≥ 0} in
the transition instants of X is a discrete time homogeneous
Markov chain with state space S and transition probability
matrix denoted by P whose transition probabilities are given
below.
To get insight into Z(k) and ES j , let us revisit the example
i
of Fig. 2. The MN moves from subnet S00 (i.e., the LERG) to
subnet S211 . In this case, the MN begins its trajectory at subnet
S00 , which represents also the MFA of the current residing
area. Hence Z(0) = (S00 , S00 ). When the MN moves to S11 , it
performs a LERG registration and the new FA of subnet S11
becomes the MFA of the new residing area. As such, Z(1) =
(S11 , S11 ). As stated before, the MN achieves always a local
registration to the current MFA S11 when it moves to subnets
S22 , S32 , S31 , S318 and S317 as it remains in the current MFA
residing area. So, Z(k) gets the following values: Z(2) =
(S22 , S11 ), Z(3) = (S32 , S11 ), . . ., Z(6) = (S317 , S11 ). In this
case, we can see that S11 belongs to ES11 , . . ., ES317 .
In the following, we calculate the transition probability matrix P of the process Z. To derive the transition probabilities
when leaving a generic state (Sij , Snm ), we distinguish between
two cases: either the current MN’s subnet Sij is located at the
ith ring far away from the LERG node with 1 ≤ i ≤ R − 1
or it is located at the boundary of the micro-mobility domain
(i.e., i = R). In the latter case, the MN may leave the current
domain and enters a new one. The transition probabilities
regarding each case are derived as follows.
1) Case1: Sij is not a boundary subnet (i.e., i = R)




Let Sij denote the next visited subnet by the MN. Sij is
one of the six neighbors that surrounds the current subnet
Sij . Hence, the MN moves to subnet Sij with a probability

p. According to whether Sij belongs or not to the current
residing area managed by the MFA Snm , we can identify the
next MN’s state. Specifically, if it is the case (i.e., Snm ∈ ES j ),
i



the MN will transit to the state (Sij , Snm ). In this case, the
MN performs a local registration to the current MFA Snm .
Henceforth, we denote by A the event that Snm ∈ ES j (see
i

(1)). On the other hand, if A is not satisfied (i.e., Ā = Snm ∈
/
ES j ), the MN registers to the LERG and the new FA becomes
i
the MFA of the  new residing area. As such, the MN transits
to state (Sij , Sij ). Consequently, for i = R, we have:
⎧

⎨ P (S j , Snm ), (S j , Snm ) = p · 1A
i
i
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where 1A (respectively 1Ā ) is the indicator function of the
condition A (respectively Ā), i.e., it is equal to 1 if the
condition A (respectively Ā) is true and 0 otherwise.
2) Case2: Sij is a boundary subnet (i.e., i = R)
In this case, the MN may leave the current mobility domain.
Accordingly, we distinguish between two sub-cases:
2.a: The MN remains in the same domain: In this case, the
MN behaves in a similar way to case1 and we get the same
transition probabilities.
2.b: The MN moves to an adjacent domain: This happens
with a probability f ×p, where f is the number of neighboring
j
located in the adjacent micro-mobility domains.
subnets to SR
According to our hexagon subnet model, f can take two
values: 2 or 3. In our study, we assume that all the domains
j
, the new
have the same radius R. So, like the old subnet SR
visited subnet will be R hops far away from the new LERG
(i.e., again at the boundary of the new domain). As such,
j
of the new
the MN will be assumed to enter the subnet SR
domain. When the MN enters the new domain, it registers
to the new LERG and the new visited subnet becomes the
j
j
, SR
)
MFA. As a result, the MN transits to the state (SR
j
j
j
with a probability f ×p, i.e., P (SR
, Snm ), (SR
, SR
) = f ×p.
Based on the different cases listed above, we derive the
transition probability matrix P = [pij ]. The Markov chain Z
being irreductible and aperiodic and the sojourn times of X
having the same mean, we have (see for instance [24]), for
every h, s ∈ S,
lim Pr{X(t) = s|X(0) = h} = Πs

t−→∞

where Π = [Πs ] is the steady state distribution of the Markov
chain Z, which satisfies:
Πs = 1

ΠP = Π and

(2)

s∈S

As such, we get the steady state probabilities of the process
X. Using these results, we evaluate hereafter the performance
of our proposed adaptive MRA scheme. Building on these
results, we can also evaluate analytically the existing solutions
(i.e., FMIP, Mobile MPLS, MIP-RR and M-MPLS) except the
PF scheme, which will be studied using simulations as shown
in the next section. We will derive first the signaling cost of
registration updates as well as the link usage cost. Moreover,
we will calculate the handoff performance (i.e., handoff delay
and packet loss rate).
A. Link Usage Cost
Let LU denote the link usage in the micro-mobility domain,
which is the average number of links used for packet delivery
between the MN and the LERG. In our adaptive MRA case,
packets exchanged between the MN and the LERG have
to pass-through the MFA. Hence the LU can be written as
follows:
LU (Adaptive MRA)
Πs d(Subnet(s), MFA(s)) + d(MFA(s), LERG)

=
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where s = (Subnet(s), MFA(s)) = (Sij , Snm ) and VLU denote the
link usage vector of all states s ∈ S.
In PF, packets have to traverse both the connection binding
the LERG to the MFA and the forwarding chain binding the
MFA to the MN. The LU metric in PF will be derived through
simulations since the movement of MNs in a 2-D area is not
a Markovian process as the MN’s evolution depends on its
mobility history. In FMIP, Mobile MPLS, MIP-RR and MMPLS schemes, packets are delivered using the shortest path
routing between the LERG and the MN. Hence, the link usage
is the same and can be given by:
LU (FMIP / Mobile MPLS / MIP-RR / M-MPLS)
π(Sij ) × d(Sij , LERG)

=
0≤i≤R 1≤j≤6 i

i × π(Sij )

=

where π(Sij ) denotes the steady probability that the MN is
located at the physical subnet Sij . π(Sij ) can be expressed as
follows, using the steady state probabilities Πs = Π(Sij , Snm ):
π(Sij ) =

Π(Sij , Snm )
m ∈E
Sn

S

= VLU × Π

(5)

j
i

B. Registration Updates Cost
Let Cu denote the signaling cost of registration updates
when a L3 handoff occurs. It represents the traffic load of
signaling messages (hop × message size) exchanged in the
network when the MN moves to a new subnet. In adaptive
MRA, a local registration followed by a LSP procedure setup
between the MFA and the new FA are required as long
as the MN remains in the same residing area. Otherwise,
a LERG registration with a new LSP setup is performed.
Additional registration to the MN’s HA is also needed, each
time the MN moves to a new domain. In this regard, the
average registration updates cost when transiting to a state
s = (Subnet(s), MFA(s)) = (Sij , Snm ) can be written as follows,
using the transition probability matrix P and the steady state
probability vector Π.
⎧
⎪
P (i, s) × Πi × C(i, s)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ i∈S
if Subnet(s) = MFA(s)
cost(s) =
P (i, s)Πi
⎪
⎪
⎪
i∈S
⎪
⎩
Clocal (s)
otherwise.
(6)
where
⎧
Clerg (s) + Chome if Subnet(s) = Subnet(i)
⎪
⎪
⎨
Clerg (s)
if (Subnet(s) = Subnet(i))
C(i, s) =
and (MFA(s) = MFA(i))
⎪
⎪
⎩
0
otherwise.
= 2 mu d(LERG, HA), Clerg (s) = 2 (mu +
with Chome

and
Clocal (s) = 2 (mu +
ml ) ×
d
Subnet(s)
, LERG

 ,
ml ) d Subnet(s), MFA(s) , where mu is the average size
of signaling messages for the registration updates and ml
is the average size of a label message for LSP setup.
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0≤i≤R 1≤j≤6 i
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The total registration updates cost can be thus written as:
Cu (Adaptive MRA) =

Πs cost(s) = VCu × Π

(7)

s∈S

where VCu = [cost(s)] denote the registration updates cost
vector of all states s ∈ S.
Considering the competing schemes, the average registration updates cost can be expressed as follows using (4) and
(5). In PF, simulations will be used to evaluate the registration
cost.
⎧
Cu (FMIP) = 2 mu LU (FMIP) + Chome
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ Cu (Mobile MPLS) = 2 (mu + ml ) LU (Mobile MPLS)
⎨
+Chome + Lhome
⎪
⎪ Cu (MIP-RR) = 2 mu LU (MIP-RR) + α Chome
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ Cu (M-MPLS) = 2 (mu + ml ) LU (M-MPLS) + α Chome
(8)
where Lhome = 2 ml d(LERG, HA) is the signaling cost
needed to setup a LSP between the HA and the LERG, and
0 ≤ α ≤ 1 denotes the probability of moving out of a micromobility domain. This probability can be derived using the
elaborated model as shown below.
α=

Πs H(s)

(9)

links.
Since these links are assumed to be not congested,

t m, d(x, y) can be expressed as follows:




m
+ Lw )+ d(x, y)+ 1 × Pt
t m, d(x, y) = c + d(x, y)× (
Bw
(11)
m
+
L
if
x
=
MN
wl
Bwl
where c =
0
otherwise.
The average handoff time (Th ) can be expressed as the sum
of two terms: disruption time (Td ) and completion time (Tc ).
Disruption time (Td): It is the average time that a MN
spends without connection to any LER/FA during the handoff
process. In other words, it is the time between the moment
that the MN disconnects from the old FA to the moment that
it connects to the new one. It is easy to see that the disruption
time becomes null when the overlapping area is large enough.
The worst case value for this quantity is equal to the L3 beacon
period (Tad ). Td can be given by the following expression:
Td =

C. Average handoff time
For convenience, we define the following parameters for our
handoff analysis.
Parameters:
ts average session connection time;
tr average FA resident time;
Tad Time interval for a FA to send agent advertisements;
Nh average number of L3 handoff during a session (i.e.,
Nh = ts /tr );
Bw Bandwidth of the wired link;
Bwl Bandwidth of the wireless link
Lw Latency of the wired link (propagation delay);
Lwl Latency of the wireless link (propagation delay);
Pt Routing or label table lookup and processing delay;
λ downlink packet
transmission rate;

Let t m, d(x, y) denote the time that takes a message of
size m to be forwarded from x to y via both wired and wireless

1
Tad

 Tad −Toverlap
0

f (t) dt

if Toverlap ≥ Tad
otherwise

(12)
where Toverlap denotes the time spent by the MN in the
overlapping area and f (t) = Tad − Toverlap − t. Hence, Td is
equal to:

s∈S

where H(s) denotes the probability of entering a new domain
when transiting to the state s. It corresponds also to the
probability of performing a home registration in the adaptive
MRA case when the MN moves to the state s. H(s) can be
written as:
⎧
⎪
P (i, s) × Πi × h(i, s)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ i∈S
if Subnet(s) = MFA(s)
H(s) =
P (i, s)Πi
⎪
⎪
⎪
i∈S
⎪
⎩
0
otherwise.
(10)
where
1 if Subnet(s) = Subnet(i)
h(i, s) =
0 otherwise.

0

Td =

0
Tad
2

+

2
Toverlap
2Tad

if Toverlap ≥ Tad
− Toverlap

otherwise

(13)
Note that the disruption time has the same expression for
all underlying protocols as expressed in (13) except for FMIP
and adaptive MRA. For the two latter schemes, this time
corresponds only to the physical disconnection from the old
AP until the connection to the new one (i.e., L2 handoff delay)
thanks to the use of L2 triggers [19].
Completion time (Tc ): It is the time to complete the
registration update. The expression of Tc when considering the
proposed adaptive MRA as well as the competing schemes can
be written as (14), shown at the top of the next page, where
0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is, as defined in subsection IV-B, the probability
of performing an inter-domain mobility, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 denotes
the probability of renewing the forwarding chain when a L3
handoff occurs in the PF case. It is also the probability to
register to the HA at each L3 handoff in the PF case. This
probability will be derived through simulations. And finally,
0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 denotes the probability of performing a LERG
registration at a L3 handoff in the adaptive MRA case. Using
the elaborated model, this probability can be given by:
Πs G(s)

γ=

(15)

s∈S

where G(s) denotes the probability of performing a LERG
registration in the adaptive MRA when the MN moves to the
state s. G(s) can be derived as:
⎧
⎪
P (i, s) × Πi × g(i, s)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ i∈S
if Subnet(s) = MFA(s)
G(s) =
P (i, s)Πi
⎪
⎪
⎪
i∈S
⎪
⎩
0
otherwise.
(16)
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⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩



Tc (FMIP) = 2 t mu , d(MN
 , HA)



Tc (Mobile MPLS) = 2 t mu , d(MN,HA) + 2t ml , d(FA, HA) 
Tc (MIP-RR) = 2 t mu , d(MN, GFA) + 2 α t mu , d(GFA, HA)


Tc (M-MPLS) = 2 t m
 u , d(MN, LERG) + 2 t ml , d(FA, LERG
 ) + 2 α t mu , d(LERG
 , HA)
Tc (PF) = 2 (1 − β) t mu , d(MN,FA) + d(old FA, new FA) + 2 β t mu , d(MN, HA)




Tc (Adaptive MRA) = 2 (1 − γ) t mu , d(MN, FA) + d(FA, MFA) + t ml , d(FA, MFA)






+ 2 γ t mu , d(MN, LERG) + t ml , d(FA, LERG) + 2 α t mu , d(LERG, HA)

with
g(i, s) =

⎧
⎨0
⎩
1

if Subnet(s) = Subnet(i)
and MFA(s) = MFA(i)
otherwise.

D. Total packet loss during a session
The total packet loss (P kt_loss) during a session is defined
as the sum of lost packets per MN during all handoffs.
In Mobile MPLS, MIP-RR, M-MPLS and PF all in-flight
packets will be lost during the handoff time due to the lack of
any buffering mechanism. In both FMIP and adaptive MRA,
meanwhile, in-flight packets would be lost until the buffering
mechanism is initiated [18]. Note that this mechanism is
initiated at the old FA level in our mobility protocol while it
is initiated at the new FA level in the FMIP scheme. P kt_loss
for each scheme can be expressed as follows:


P kt_loss(FMIP) = t mu , d(MN,
× λ × Nh
 FA) + d(FA, FA)

P kt_loss(Adaptive MRA) = t mu , d(MN, FA) × λ × Nh

(17)

For the remaining schemes, P kt_loss can be written as:
P kt_loss(.) = Th (.) × λ × Nh

(18)

E. Buffer size requirement
According to our proposed adaptive MRA scheme, a buffer
is required at the old LER/FA to store in-flight packets during
each handoff operation. Indeed, the buffering mechanism is
activated when the current LER/FA receives the Movement
signaling message [18]. This message notifies an imminent
L2 handoff occurrence. On the other side, the buffering
mechanism is disabled when the old LER/FA is notified by
the MN through the new FA to forward in-flight packets. The
buffer size requirement (Buf _size) for FMIP and adaptive
MRA is determined as follows:
⎧



⎨Buf _size(FMIP) = Td + t mu , d(MN, FA) × λ
Buf _size(Adaptive

 MRA)

⎩
= Td + t mu , d(MN, FA) + d(FA, FA) × λ
(19)
V. N UMERICAL & S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we compare our proposal with respect to the
FMIP [6], MIP-RR [8], PF [10], Mobile MPLS [14] and MMPLS [16] schemes through both simulations and analytical
approaches. To evaluate the link usage and registration updates cost by simulations, we develop our own discrete-event
simulator. We also derive by simulations the handoff latency

3615

(14)

and packet loss rate for the different protocols. In this case,
the ns-2 simulator [25] is used.
The simulation environment consists of a cellular network
formed by adjacent micro-mobility domains with the same
radius R, as shown in Fig. 2. The mobility of nodes is
simulated using either a random walk model or real mobility
patterns. In the former case, the random walk is generated
based on the ns-2 code in [26]. In the latter case, we used the
mobility traces of the Dartmouth College campus Wifi network
[27]. Two scenarios are considered. In the first one, only one
MN moves between neighboring subnets and receives 64 kb/s
downlink packets. In this case, there is no background traffic in
all visited subnets. That is, only one connection exists in each
subnet at any time. In the second scenario, we investigated
the case of multiple connections in each subnet, which is
more likely to be the case in real networks. Specifically, a MN
moving at a low speed (i.e., 1 m/s) is assumed to be present at
each subnet and receives 64 kb/s background traffic. Then, we
study the performance of a MN moving between such subnets
at a speed of 4 m/s and receiving 64 kb/s downlink packets.
According to each mobility scheme, the average registration
cost per handoff, the link usage and the handoff performance
are calculated. All the simulation results given below were
obtained with very narrow 97.5% confidence intervals. The
parameter settings in our experiments are listed in table I, as
in [28].
To get an insight into the accuracy of our results under the
2-D random walk mobility model and the computation gain
achieved through the analytical study, let us consider table II.
This table shows the analytical and simulation results regarding the link usage and registration updates costs in the adaptive
MRA case when Dmax = R and when using the 2-D random
walk. In the table, R is varied from 2 to 10. The simulation
for each value of R is run until a relative error less than 0.1%
is obtained with respect to the exact analytical results. The
computation time for both analytical and simulation results is
listed in table II. These times are computed using a PC with
3.2 GHz of CPU and 2.00 GB of RAM. The reported results
show that the analytical model achieves great time savings
compared to the simulation approach.
In all figures, we can see that the analytical and simulation
curves regarding the 2-D random walk model for the adaptive
MRA scheme coincide, which illustrates the accuracy of
our models. We note also that in the remaining schemes,
simulation results coincide with analytic data too. In view of
this, we only present the analytic curves for these schemes.
Figure 3 depicts the link usage cost of all underlying proto-
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Link usage cost vs. D

Link usage cost vs. Dmax (R = 2)

max

5
Mobile MPLS / FMIP
M−MPLS / MIP−RR
PF
Adaptive MRA (Analytical)
Adaptive MRA (Simu)

4.5

4

Link usage cost vs. Dmax (R = 10)
12

Mobile MPLS / FMIP
M−MPLS / MIP−RR
PF
Adaptive MRA (Analytical)
Adaptive MRA (Simu)

7.5
7
6.5

3.5

Mobile MPLS / FMIP
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Link usage
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Link usage
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Fig. 3.
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Maximum delay, Dmax
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13

14
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6
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(b)

17
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(c)

Link usage cost vs. Dmax using the 2-D random walk mobility model: (a) Radius R = 2, (b) Radius R = 5, (c) Radius R = 10
TABLE I
PARAMETER SETTINGS

Link usage cost vs. R (Dmax = R+5)
10

Parameter
ts
tr
Tad
mu
ml
R
Dmax

Mobile MPLS / FMIP
9

M−MPLS / MIP−RR
PF
Adaptive MRA (Analytical)

8

Adaptive MRA (Simu)

Link usage

7
6
5

Value
1000 sec
5 ∼ 50 sec
1 sec
48 bytes
28 bytes
2 ∼ 10
2 ∼ 20

Parameter
d(HA, LERG)
Pt
Bw
Bwl
Lw
Lwl
λ

Value
10
10−6 sec
100 Mbps
11 Mbps
1 msec
2 msec
64 Kbps

4
3
2
1

Fig. 4.

2

3

4

5
6
7
Domain’s radius, R

8

9

10

Link usage cost vs. R using the 2-D random walk mobility model

cols as a function of Dmax under the 2-D random walk model.
We considered three values of the radius R in our simulations:
R = 2, R = 5 and R = 10, as shown in Figs. 3(a), 3(b)
and 3(c), respectively. These values of R are representative
of small, medium and large micro-mobility domains. We can
observe that the link usage cost with FMIP, Mobile MPLS,
MIP-RR and M-MPLS schemes is the same and insensitive
to Dmax since, in these cases, packets are delivered using
the shortest path from the LERG node to the current serving
LER/FA. In the PF case, the link usage cost increases due to
the additional cost introduced by the forwarding chain. This
increase grows dramatically with Dmax . In our adaptive MRA
case, the link usage cost is reduced considerably, compared
to the PF scheme, notably when Dmax is large. Indeed, the
additional cost introduced by the residing area is less important
than the one introduced by the PF forwarding chain, whose
length can reach Dmax − R. In contrast, the maximum length
introduced by the residing area is R − 1. As such, the longest
path between the MN and the LERG in the MRA case is
2R − 1. In view of this, the link usage cost in MRA remains
constant for values of Dmax ≥ 2R − 1 as shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 4 shows the link usage cost as a function of the
micro-mobility domain radius R, when using the 2-D random
walk model. The value of Dmax is set equal to R, R + 5
and R + 10 in our simulations. These values of Dmax are

representative of stringent delay sensitive, delay sensitive
and delay tolerant applications, respectively. Due to space
limitation, only the case of Dmax = R + 5 is represented.
Two main finding can be identified. First, the link usage in
PF and MRA schemes is again larger than the optimal cost
of remaining schemes. Second, this increase is insignificant in
the MRA case compared to the PF case. The gain achieved
by the MRA policy over the PF scheme increases with Dmax .
As a result, the PF scheme is penalizing in term of link usage
cost in the case of insensitive delay applications. This issue
is alleviated thanks to the MRA scheme. Based on the results
of Figs. 3 and 4, we can conclude that the mobility tracking
achieved in the MRA case is more efficient from link usage
perspective than the PF scheme.
Figure 5 plots the different registration updates cost at every
L3 handoff as a function of Dmax . As before, we consider
three values of R (i.e., 2, 5 and 10). Likewise the link usage,
the registration update cost in FMIP, Mobile MPLS, MIPRR and M-MPLS is insensitive to Dmax . In these cases the
shortest path between the LERG and the MN is always used
to forward the registration update packets at each L3 handoff.
Mobile MPLS (respectively M-MPLS) has a higher cost than
FMIP (respectively MIP-RR), due to the additional signaling
cost needed to establish a LSP between the HA (respectively
LERG) and the new visited FA at each L3 handoff. Adaptive
MRA, on the other hand, reduces the registration cost since
some expensive LERG registrations are replaced by low-cost
local registrations, even though we have accounted for both
MPLS and handoff signaling in computing the total signaling
cost. In this case, the registration updates for MRA is a convex
function of Dmax , where the minimum cost is obtained for a
opt
. For instance, when R = 10, we found from our
given Dmax
opt
opt
simulations that Dmax
= 12. For R = 5, Dmax
= 7 as shown
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TABLE II
AVERAGE COST OF Cu AND LU FOR A DAPTIVE MRA: ANALYTICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
2
1.5789
1.5802
456.3963
456.0715
0.53
158.06

3
2.3274
2.3265
449.2111
449.0087
2.41
359.22

4
3.1433
3.1419
460.7756
460.6031
11.5
804.5

max

2

3

4

5

6
7
8
Maximum delay, Dmax

9

10

11

Registration cost (Bytes)

Registration cost (Bytes)

Mobile MPLS
FMIP
M−MPLS
MIP−RR
PF
Adaptive MRA (Analytical)
Adaptive MRA (Simu)

3

12

7
5.3863
5.3864
530.6132
531.0735
412.47
2759.75

7

8

9
10
11
Maximum delay, Dmax

10
7.6498
7.6461
609.6725
609.8191
5400.75
14040.14

max

3

6

9
6.8842
6.8904
583.3888
583.3818
2953.63
12796.98

Registration updates cost vs. D

10

5

8
6.1445
6.1387
556.5164
556.6528
1516.11
4145.11

(R = 5)

Mobile MPLS
FMIP
M−MPLS
MIP−RR
PF
Adaptive MRA (Analytical)
Adaptive MRA (Simu)

(a)
Fig. 5.

6
4.6216
4.6244
505.6283
505.8367
132.13
2502.53

Registration updates cost vs. D

Registration updates cost vs. Dmax (R = 2)

10

5
3.8765
3.877
481.2784
481.5721
49.77
1663.55

Registration cost (Bytes)

Radius R
LU (Analytical)
LU (Simu)
Cu (Analytical)
Cu (Simu)
Time (Analytical) (sec)
Time (Simu) (sec)
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Adaptive MRA (Simu)
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(R = 10)
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Maximum delay, D
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max

(b)

(c)

Registration updates cost vs. Dmax using the 2-D random walk mobility model: (a) Radius R = 2, (b) Radius R = 5, (c) Radius R = 10
Registration updates cost vs. R (D

in Fig. 5. Specifically, using (9) and (14), the registration
updates cost of adaptive MRA can be written as follows:

s∈S

The expression in (20) exhibits clearly the convex behavior
of the MRA registration updates cost with Dmax . On the
first hand (1 − γ) d¯local increases with Dmax . On the other
hand γ d¯LERG decreases with Dmax . Hence, the trade-off
between these two amounts leads to the optimal registration
updates cost. Note that the third quantity in expression (20)
(i.e., α CHome ), is insensitive to Dmax . The rationale behind
such finding is as follows. Assume that maximal tolerable
opt
.
delay inside the micro-mobility domain is Dmax > Dmax
In this case, it is better for the network administrator to
opt
regulate its MRA management protocol according to Dmax
instead of Dmax . In doing so, it respects the Dmax constraint
opt
since Dmax
< Dmax . Moreover, it minimizes the registration
updates cost as well as the link usage cost. Recall that the link
usage cost increases with Dmax as shown in Fig. 3.

= R+5)

Mobile MPLS
FMIP
M−MPLS
MIP−RR
PF
Registration cost (Bytes)

Cu (Adaptive MRA)
= (1 − γ) C̄local + γ C̄LERG + α Chome
= (1 − γ) d¯local msig + γ d¯LERG msig + α CHome (20)
where msig = 2 × (mu + ml ), d¯local (respectively d¯LERG )
denotes the average distance used by the MN to perform a
local registration to its MFA (respectively a LERG registration
to the root of the domain), and γ and α denote the probability
to register to the LERG and HA, respectively, when a L3
handoff occurs. Using (16), d¯local and d¯LERG can be written
as:

 

1
Πs 1 − G(s) d Subnet(s), MFA(s) (21)
d¯local =
1−γ
s∈S


1
(22)
Πs G(s) d MFA(s), LERG
d¯LERG =
γ

max

Adaptive MRA (Analytical)
Adaptive MRA (Simu)
3
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Domain’s radius, R
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10

Fig. 6. Registration updates cost vs. R using the 2-D random walk mobility
model

Figure 6 shows the effect of the domain radius R on the
registration updates cost for different schemes, when using the
2-D random walk model. Again, we presented only the case
of Dmax = R+5 due to space limitation. We can observe that
the cost of registration updates for FMIP, Mobile MPLS, MIPRR and M-MPLS schemes increases with R, since the average
distance between the MN and the LERG increases with R.
Considering the adaptive MRA scheme, the registration cost
is reduced except when R = 2, where the MIP-RR scheme
allows the lowest cost. In such very small size domain context,
the residing area concept has no effect. In this case, the slight
increase of the signaling cost compared to MIP-RR is due to
the additional cost introduced by the use of MPLS.
Again, we observe in this figure a convex behavior of
the MRA registration cost with R and the minimum cost is
obtained for Ropt (in our example, Ropt = 3). Indeed, the
home registration frequency decreases with the increase of
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TABLE III
AVERAGE H ANDOFF T IME IN MSEC
Single
2-D random walk
10
12
20
69.8016
70.3187
71.4239
38.9828
38.2416
38.7950
35.3039
35.2712
35.1563
21.3693
21.4086
21.2694
40.1176
19.8281
12.5569
22.1752
19.4276
20.2310

Dmax
Mobile MPLS
FMIP
M-MPLS
MIP-RR
PF
Adaptive MRA

Total signaling cost vs. D

max

MN

Real
10
83.7984
54.9900
51.8685
33.1410
45.4063
40.1309

mobility patterns
12
20
85.0537
85.9492
55.6185
56.0669
52.3506
52.3248
33.4190
33.3799
28.0241
22.9650
31.1483
30.5384

Multiple MNs
2-D random walk
Real mobility patterns
10
12
20
10
12
20
87.6760
87.2635
89.0330
105.2601
106.7338
107.5957
55.9942
55.6139
56.8428
66.2171
67.2634
67.9569
44.8673
43.6608
44.5600
67.6214
68.0131
67.6372
30.9388
30.1746
30.7321
48.1822
48.9734
48.3556
59.0367
28.9158
17.9659
67.0067
40.3667
33.7904
28.3896
26.7574
25.9681
55.7446
44.4585
43.8784

using real mobility patterns

Total Lost Packets vs. FA Resident Time

3

10

3.2

3

Mobile MPLS
FMIP
M−MPLS

2

10

MIP−RR
Total Lost Packets (Kb)

Total signaling cost (KB)

2.8

PF
2.6

Adaptive MRA

2.4
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Fig. 7.

Total signaling cost vs. Dmax using real mobility patterns

R, since the probability that a MN roams under the same
LERG increases. On the other hand, both LERG and local
registrations cost increases with R, since the average distance
between the MN and both the LERG and the MFA increases.
In view of this, the optimal cost turns out as a trade-off
between these two opposite requirements.
Figure 7 plots the total signaling cost of different schemes
as a function of Dmax , when using real mobility patterns.
From this figure, we can notice that our proposal surpasses
previous approaches performance wise, especially for low and
high values of Dmax . The achieved gain can attain 20% and
7% compared to PF and MIP-RR, respectively.
The average handoff time values for different schemes are
reported in table III for both mobility patterns (i.e., random
walk and real mobility) and both scenarios (i.e., single MN
and multiple MNs). Each value was obtained by averaging
100 consecutive simulations. From this table, we can see
that both adaptive MRA and PF schemes provide the lowest
average handoff time since registration updates are often
carried out locally (i.e., with the MFA in adaptive MRA and
with the previous FA in PF). This enables the MRA scheme
to outperform the remaining solutions although an extra time
is needed in this case to setup LSP paths at each L3 handoff.
Note that the handoff delay in PF is lower than in the MRA
scheme when Dmax takes large values. In this case, the local
registrations become more frequent. However, this happens at
the cost of considerable increase in the link usage cost as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
It is important to note that the handoff delay is increased
when using multiple MNs for all studied schemes and for
both mobility patterns. This is related to the increase of the
time needed to deliver packets to the MNs, since the available

Fig. 8.

Total lost packets during a session

wireless links will be shared by all users. However, this
increase is less pronounced in adaptive MRA for two main
reasons. First, the use of residing areas allows further handoff
optimization. Second, MNs that are located in the same subnet
can use the same established LSP. So in this case, the time
needed to establish the required path will be saved.
Figure 8 shows the total packet losses for the session
duration with respect to different schemes. We can observe
that the total packet losses for all approaches increases when
the MN handoffs frequently (i.e., when the FA resident time
is short). Notice that Mobile MPLS has the largest amount of
packet losses since it has the longest handoff delay. In contrast,
adaptive MRA provides the smallest amount of packet losses
thanks to the buffering mechanism. In this case, the maximum
buffer size requirement for each MN is about 4.016 KB. This
means that a memory of size 128 MB can handle over than
30 thousands of MNs.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper described a new micro-mobility management
scheme, called adaptive MRA, that supports both mobility and
QoS resource provisioning in IP-based mobile networks. Our
proposal uses the concept of residing areas in an MPLS access
network. This area is constructed dynamically according to the
current MN’s position and the delay constraints. Using both
analytical and simulation approaches, we compared our proposal with existing solutions (FMIP, Mobile MPLS, MIP-RR,
M-MPLS and PF) using the 2-D random walk mobility model
as well as real mobility patterns. To do so, we analytically
derived the registration updates cost, the link usage and the
handoff performance for all underlying protocols. Numerical
and simulation results showed that our proposed scheme
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achieves substantial signaling cost and link usage reduction
and improves the handoff performance, which are crucial for
supporting real-time applications. In particular, we found that
our scheme provides the lowest registration cost and handoff
latency when the maximum tolerable delay inside a micromobility domain has moderate or small values. As such, our
protocol stands out as the best choice for delay sensitive
applications.
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